Franckeite is a naturally occurring layered mineral with a structure composed of alternating stacks of SnS2-like and PbS-like layers. Although this superlattice is composed of a sequence of isotropic two-dimensional layers, it exhibits a spontaneous rippling that makes the material structurally anisotropic. We demonstrate that this rippling comes hand in hand with an inhomogeneous in-plane strain profile and anisotropic electrical, vibrational and optical properties. We argue that this symmetry breakdown results from a spatial modulation of the van der Waals interaction between layers due to the SnS2-like and PbSlike lattices incommensurability.
Introduction
Since the isolation of graphene and other 2D materials by mechanical exfoliation (1, 2) a large fraction of the community working on this family of materials turned their attention towards the possibility of fabricating artificial heterostructures and superlattices by stacking dissimilar 2D materials on top of each other. (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) These stacks can show electronic and optical properties that strongly differ from those of the constituent 2D materials, thus opening the door to the fabrication of materials with user-designed properties. The most extended method to fabricate 2D heterostructures and superlattices consists on the manual or robotic assembly of the stacks using deterministic placement methods. (9) (10) (11) (12) Alternatively to those top down approaches, it has been recently shown that van der Waals superlattices can be naturally found in certain layered minerals, like the sulfosalts franckeite and cylindrite, that overcome a thermodynamic phase separation during their growth. (13) (14) (15) (16) In fact, franckeite and cylindrite are layered minerals with a structure composed of alternating stacks of SnS2-like pseudo-hexagonal (H) and PbS-like pseudo-tetragonal (Q) layers. (17) Franckeite has been exfoliated (mechanically and by liquid phase exfoliation) down to the single unit cell and the exfoliated flakes have been assembled into electronic devices and photodetectors operating in the near-infrared range. (13, 14, (18) (19) (20) (21) Here we present a study of an intriguing feature of franckeite: although the crystal is composed of isotropic 2D layers, the crystal exhibits a spontaneous rippling that makes the material structurally anisotropic. We show that rippling comes together with an inhomogeneous in-plane strain profile and anisotropic electrical and optical properties.
Using a simple theoretical model, we show that this symmetry breakdown results from a spatial modulation of the van der Waals interaction between layers due to H-Q lattice incommensurability. Franckeite is thus a clear example of a natural superlattice system where the interaction between the constituent stacked layers give rise to new properties (anisotropy) not present in the individual 2D constituents (isotropic).
Results
Franckeite flakes have been isolated by mechanical exfoliation of bulk natural franckeite mineral (San José mine, Oruro, Bolivia) with Nitto tape and transferred to other substrates with Gel-film® (by Gel-pak) using an all-dry transfer technique. (22) . We point the reader to Ref. (13) for a detailed characterization of the franckeite bulk crystal. Figure 1a shows an optical microscopy image of a franckeite flake that has been transferred onto a holey Si3N4 transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grid. Figure 1b is a low magnification TEM image acquired on a freely-suspended part of the flake shown in Figure   1a , and 1c is the corresponding high-resolution image. Defocus was optimized to increase the contrast from a striped pattern which is superimposed on the atomic lattice and it can also be seen in the selected area diffraction pattern (SAED) in Figure 1d The striped pattern has been previously observed by Williams and Hyde and it has been found to arise from an out-of-plane deformation of the lattice, which develops periodic ripples with a period of ~4.7 nm and a peak-to-peak amplitude of ~0.08-0.14 nm out of plane. (17, (23) (24) (25) The origin of this periodic rippling is still a subject of debate. In order to get a further insight into the origin of this striped pattern and the strong spatially modulated strain we have employed a theoretical model, developed in detail in the Supplementary Material, that describes, within a continuum medium approximation, how rippling arises from the competition between inhomogeneous van der Waals interlayer interactions and inhomogeneous elastic deformations. The van der Waals adhesion energy between the H and Q layers is position dependent, following the interlayer moiré pattern, as it is controlled by the local atomic alignment between layers, which in turn depends on any inhomogeneous elastic deformations in the material. As the crystal relaxes mechanically to minimise the total energy (adhesion plus elastic) it develops both strong in-plane strains and a small out-of-plane rippling, modulated along the armchair direction of the H layer. The theoretical results are in quantitative agreement with the experimental observations. Figure   3a shows a typical lattice structure after relaxation. Figure 3b shows the adhesion potential between the hexagonal layers and the bottom/top tetragonal layers. Figures 3c and 3d show the profiles of ripples h(y), in-plane deformations uy(y) and in-plane strain ɛc(y)=duy/dy.
The latter exhibits a period that is halved respect to the ripple profile, in agreement with our observations. These results clearly point to adhesion moiré patterns as the most likely origin for franckeite rippling and the observed strong in-plane strains. We further study the in-plane symmetry of the electronic properties by fabricating a nanodevice with electrodes designed to address the electrical transport along different crystal orientations (see the optical microscopy image in Figure 5a and the topography of the device in Figure 5b ). Figure 5c shows the conductance at different crystal orientations (note that the transport parallel to the long edge of the crystal has been labelled as 0º). The electrical conductivity varies by almost a factor of 2 from the transport at 0º (parallel to the long edge of the flake) to the transport at 90º (perpendicular to the long edge of the flake) and it follows a sinusoidal relationship that becomes even more evident in the elliptical shape of the data in the polar plot. In order to correlate the electrical measurements with the crystal structure we performed micro-reflectance measurements on the same franckeite flake before transferring it to the SiO2/Si substrate in a similar way as discussed for Figure 4 .
Interestingly, from the micro-reflectance measurements we infer that the long edge of the flake shown in Figure 5a is parallel to the striped pattern of franckeite. Therefore one can conclude that the conductivity of the device is maximum along the crystal direction parallel to the stripes. This anisotropic electrical conductivity would also explain the observed linear dichroism: the flakes react to linearly polarized incident light similarly to a polaroid film or a wire-grid polarizer (incident light polarized parallel to the highly conductive crystal axis leads to a higher excitation of charge carriers and thus stronger dissipation of E-field). The in-plane anisotropy of the crystal is also naturally revealed by Raman spectroscopy performed using linearly polarized light. In this case, some of the vibrational modes exhibit strong increase of the intensity for the light polarized along one of the anisotropy axes. We have performed polarization resolved Raman measurements in the co-polarized configuration, namely for parallel polarization of the excitation and scattered light, and as a function of the angle between polarization axis and the orientation of the crystal. A typical, unpolarized Raman spectrum obtained by averaging spectra measured for all angles is shown in Figure 6a . Several peaks observed in our spectra are in agreement with previously reported data. (13, 14, 18) Peaks at 195 and 328 cm -1 correspond to vibrational modes of the hexagonal layer of SnS2. (27, 28) The two peaks at 259 and 284 cm -1 were previously assigned to the vibrations of Sb2S3, however the energies of these modes are lower than in isolated stibnite. (29, 30) This difference is attributed to the complex nature of the tetragonal layer which contains also Pb and Sn atoms. Finally the low energy peak at 143 cm -1 can be related to the vibrations of the PbS or SnS2 lattices. (18) We also observe a previously not reported peak at around 307 cm -1 which most probably originates from the substrate. The 
Discussion
In summary, we studied a naturally occurring van der Waals superlattice (franckeite) that clearly illustrates how new properties, absent in the individual constituent layers, emerge in the ensemble system. In particular, franckeite shows a periodic ripple structure in the TEM images that we could reproduce by our analytical continuum elasticity model. From the modelling we learnt that a balance between the van der Waals mediated adhesion and the young/shear modulus of the individual layers yields not only an out of plane deformation (ripple) but also to a simultaneous in-plane strain modulation. We further studied how this strong anisotropy, not present in the individual stacked constituents of the superlattice, affects the electrical and optical properties. We found that the conductance parallel to the ripples is twice as large as in the perpendicular direction. We believe that this anisotropic electrical conductance is the reason for the linear dichroism that we also observed on these samples: the optical absorption is larger for incoming light with linear polarization parallel to the ripples. We also observe intensity changes of characteristic Raman modes of the Q and H phase for different orientations of the excitation and scattered light polarization relative to the ripples. This further confirms the presence of optical in-plane anisotropy of franckeite which breaks the initial lattice symmetry of individual layers.
.
Materials and Methods

Materials:
Bulk natural franckeite mineral crystals (from San José mine, Oruro, Bolivia) have been used to extract thin flakes. The bulk crystals have been exfoliated with Nitto tape (224 SPV) onto a Gel-film® (WF x4 6.0 mil, by Gel-pak) substrate.
TEM:
HRTEM observations were carried out in an aberration-corrected JEOL JEM-GRAND ARM300cF operated at 120kV and equipped with a cold field emission gun and a fast Gatan
OneView camera. Strain analysis was performed by the geometric phase analysis (GPA) method
[34] using the FRWRtools plugin for Digital Micrograph (www.physics.huberlin.de/en/sem/software/software_frwrtools).
Optical microscopy:
Optical microscopy images have been acquired with an AM Scope BA MET310-T upright metallurgical microscope equipped with an AM Scope MU1803 camera with 18 megapixels. The trinocular of the microscope has been modified to connect it to a fiber-coupled Thorlabs spectrometer (part number: CCS200/M) to perform reflection and transmittance spectral measurements. [26] Fabrication of franckeite nano-devices:
Frankeite flakes are isolated from the bulk mineral by mechanical exfoliation with Nitto SPV224 tape and subsequently transferred to a SiO2/Si substrate with an all dry transfer method.
[35] We use standard e-beam lithography, e-gun metallization and lift-off procedures to define the metallic contacts (5 nm Ti/50 nm Au).
Characterisation of the nano-devices:
The electrical characterisation is performed in a Lakeshore Cryogenics probe station at room temperature in vacuum (<10 -5 mbar) using home-build source-meter unit electronics.
Raman spectroscopy:
Raman spectra were measured in two polarization configurations in a home built setup. A 532 nm line of a CW solid state laser at 2 mW power was used for excitation through a 50x magnification long working distance microscope objective (NA=0.55). The linear polarization direction in sample plane was controled by a rotating half-waveplate in the excitation beam and spectra were acquired in two detection polarization configurations: parallel (copolarization) and perpendicular (cross-polarization) to the polarization of excitation beam.The signal was dispersed by a 50 cm long spectrometer equipped with a 1800 grooves per millimeter diffraction grating and detected by a nitrogen cooled CCD camera. The measurements were carried out at room temperature in ambient conditions.
